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Abstract. Decision making is a tough process.  It involves dealing with a lot of 

uncertainty and projecting what the final outcome might be.  Depending on the 

projection of the uncertain outcome, a decision has to be made.  In a peer-to-

peer financial interaction the trusting agent, in order to analyse the Risk, has to 

consider the possible likelihood of failure of the interaction and the possible 

consequences of failure to its resources involved in the interaction before 

concluding whether to interact with the probable trusted agent or not.  Further, 

it may also have to choose and decide on an agent to interact with from a set of 

probable trusted agents.  In this paper, we propose a fuzzy risk based decision 

making system that would assist the trusting agent to ease its decision making 

process.  

1   Introduction 

The trusting agent can make an informed decision of whether to interact with a 

probable trusted agent or not, by analysing before-hand the possible level of risk that 

could be present in interacting with it.  The Australian and New Zealand Standard on 

Risk Management, AS/NZS 4360:2004 states that risk identification is the heart of 

risk management [1].  Hence, risk should be identified in order to analyse and 

manage it better.  Risk is important in the study of behaviour in e-commerce because 

there is a whole body of literature based in rational economics that argues that the 

decision to buy is based on risk-adjusted cost-benefit analysis [11].  Thus, it 

commands a central role in any discussion of e-commerce that is related to a 

transaction.  

The definitions of risk in literature highlight and emphasise the possible loss in an 

interaction.  To mention some such definitions; March et al. defines risk more by the 

magnitude of the value of the outcome rather than by its likelihood [2].  Luhmann 

defines risk in a transaction as where the possible damage might be more than the 

advantage sought [3].  Mayer et al. conclude that risk is present in the transaction 

only if the negative outcome outweighs the positive outcome [4].  In contrast to this 

definition, Rousseau et al. measure risk as the potential negative consequence and 

probability of failure [5].  Sztompka defines risk as the probability of the loss of the 

resources invested [6].  Grazoli et al. view risk as the consumers’ perception of 



  

uncertainty and adverse consequences of engaging in an activity [7].  Cheung et al. 

define risk as having two dimensions; one related to the uncertainty or probability of 

loss notion and the other related to a consequence of the importance of the notion of 

loss [8].  Hussain et al. [9] define risk in the context of peer-to-peer business 

interactions as the likelihood that the trusted agent might not act as expected 

according to the trusting agent’s expectations in a given context and at a particular 

time once the interaction begins, resulting in financial loss of the resources involved 

in the interaction.  Risk is seen as a combination of:  

a) The possibility of failure in achieving the outcome; and  

b) The cost of the outcome when it occurs, usually the loss incurred, which is 

related to Risk.  

Risk evaluation involves the trusting agent having to determine before-hand the 

possibility of failure of the interaction and the subsequent possible consequences for 

its resources involved in the interaction.  This is different from trust evaluation.  Trust 

evaluation measures the belief that the trusting agent has in a probable trusted agent 

in attaining its desired outcomes if it interacts with the probable trusted agent.  

In a decentralised interaction carried out in service oriented architecture, the 

trusting agent should first analyse the possible level of risk that could be involved in 

dealing with a probable trusted agent.  Doing so would help the trusting agent to 

decide whether to interact with the probable trusted agent or not, or to choose an 

agent to interact with, from a set of probable trusted agents.  But decision making is a 

tough process.  It involves dealing with a lot of uncertainty and projecting what the 

outcome might be.  Depending on the projection of the final outcome a decision has 

to be made.  So, in order to ease the decision making process for the trusting agent, or 

to further strengthen its previous belief of proceeding in an interaction with a 

probable trusted agent or not, we propose the utilisation of a fuzzy system in decision 

making.  The trusting agent can ease its decision making process by utilising a fuzzy 

approach to risk based decision making.  The proposed fuzzy model combines the 

possibility of failure of the interaction and the possible consequences of failure in 

interacting with a probable trusted agent and gives an output to the trusting agent.  

Fuzzy logic is used to model uncertainty [], and similarly, the decision making 

process deals with predicting the possible uncertain outcome and deciding the future 

course of action based on the predicted uncertain outcome.  

In this paper, we propose and define a fuzzy risk based decision making system.  

The trusting agent inputs the aspects of risk related to the probable trusted agent to 

the fuzzy system and based on that it gets an output whether to proceed or not in the 

interaction with the probable trusted agent.  The proposed system is explained in the 

next sections.  This paper is organised into 7 sections.  In Section 2 we discuss our 

previous work of determining the different constituents for analysing the possible risk 

in an interaction.  From section 3 to section 6 we propose and demonstrate the fuzzy 

risk based decision making system and finally in section 7 we conclude the paper.  



  

2 Analysing the Possible Risk in an Interaction 

As discussed earlier, the trusting agent can make an informed decision whether to 

interact or not with the probable trusted agent by analysing the possible risk that 

could be present.  Risk analysis by the trusting agent in its future interaction with the 

probable trusted agent can be done by:  

• Determining the possibility of failure of the interaction; and  

• Determining the possible consequences of failure of the interaction. 

     Hence, the trusting agent should consider these two factors for each probable 

agent in order to determine the possible risk associated in interacting with each agent.  

Based on the analysis, the trusting agent can make an informed decision of whether to 

interact or not with a particular trusted agent. 

2.1 Determining the Possibility of Failure of the Interaction 

The possibility of failure of an interaction is the extent to which the trusting agent 

thinks that it might not achieve its desired outcomes in interacting with a probable 

trusted agent.  The trusting agent can determine the possibility of failure in interacting 

with a probable trusted agent by analysing its capacity for not completing the 

interaction according to how it wants.  Further, the trusting agent should analyse the 

possibility of failure in interacting with a probable trusted agent according to the 

context and criteria of its future interaction with it.  The trusting agent’s interaction 

with the probable trusted agent is in the future state of time.  It has to analyse the 

possibility of failure in interacting with a probable trusted agent in two stages.  They 

are: 

1. Pre-interaction start time phase 

2. Post-interaction start time phase 

Pre-interaction start time phase refers to the period of time before the trusting agent 

starts its interaction with the probable trusted agent, whereas post-interaction start 

time phase is the period of time after the trusting agent starts its interaction with the 

probable trusted agent.  The possible interaction of the trusting agent with a probable 

trusted agent will be in the future state of time i.e. in the post-interaction start time 

phase and, hence, the possibility of failure of the interaction must be determined in 

that phase.  In order for the trusting agent to determine the possibility of failure of a 

probable trusted agent in the post-interaction start time phase, it should know its 

possibility of failure according to the specific context and criteria as that of its future 

interaction until the pre-interaction start time phase.  Based on the values achieved 

for the probable trusted agent until the pre-interaction start time phase, the trusting 

agent can determine the possibility of failure in the post-interaction start time phase.   

In order to determine the possibility of failure in interacting with a probable 

trusted agent we defined the term ‘Riskiness’ in Hussain et al. [].  Riskiness is a 

numeric value that is assigned to the trusted agent from the Riskiness scale.  The 

Riskiness value shows the level of possibility of failure on the Riskiness scale.  The 

Riskiness scale (as shown in Figure 1) ranges from 0 to 5, with the value 0 

representing the highest level of possibility of failure and the value 5 denoting the 

lowest level of possibility of failure.  The Riskiness value for a probable trusted agent 



  

in an interaction is assigned to it after determining its capacity to complete the 

interaction according to the expectations of the trusting agent.  Each Riskiness value 

on the Riskiness scale has a corresponding level of possibility of failure associated 

with it.  

     

                                                  Fig 1. Riskiness scale 

 

The possibility of failure in interacting with a probable trusted agent in pre-

interaction time phase can be determined by the trusting agent by considering the past 

interaction history or soliciting recommendations from other agents.  As mentioned 

by Carter and Ghorbani [10], reputation of a peer can be relied upon in case of total 

ignorance. 

We have developed a methodology by which the trusting agent determines the 

possibility of failure in interacting with a probable trusted agent and assigns it with a 

Riskiness value in both the pre- and post-interaction start time phase in Hussain et al. 

[9].  Due to space limitation, we will not be discussing it here.  

2.2 Determining the Possible Consequences of Failure in an Interaction 

Another aspect of risk is the possible loss that could be incurred in an interaction.  

The trusting agent, in order to measure the possible risk in an interaction, should also 

determine the possible consequences of failure to its resources in interacting with the 

probable trusted agent apart from determining the possibility of failure in interacting 

with that particular probable trusted agent.  In a peer-to-peer financial interaction, the 

possible loss that could occur to the trusting agent is usually the financial loss in its 

resources that are involved in the interaction.  

The consequences of failure of an interaction will be modelled over a scale of 0-

100% representing the loss incurred.  The possible consequences of failure in an 

interaction are determined only in the post-interaction start time phase, as this is the 

period in which the trusting agent interacts with the probable trusted agent and its 

resources are at stake.  We have developed a methodology in Hussain et al. [9] 

through which the trusting agent can determine the possible consequences to its 

resources involved in the interaction.  



  

Once the trusting agent determines the possibility of failure and the possible 

consequences of failure of an interaction, it should combine those to determine the 

possible risk in order to assist decision making.  As mentioned earlier, decision 

making is a tough process.  It involves dealing with a lot of uncertainty.  The trusting 

agent, in spite of determining the possibility of failure and the possible loss of 

resources, might still be uncertain or undecided whether to interact with the particular 

trusted agent.  To alleviate this problem, we propose the utilisation of a fuzzy system 

which will help the trusting agent in its decision making process.  We will propose 

the fuzzy system in the next section. 

3   Developing a Fuzzy Risk Based Decision Making System 

Once the possibility and consequences of failure have been determined, we need a 

systematic approach to synthesise these two constituents of risk into a given Risk 

Value for making an informed decision.  We propose the use of a fuzzy approach to 

enable this.  The main aim of the fuzzy decision making system is to assist the 

trusting agent with the decision making process.  In order to achieve that, we propose 

that the trusting agent inputs the relative values of the probable trusted agent to the 

fuzzy system, which in turn evaluates them according to the pre-defined rules.  Based 

on the evaluation of the rules, an output is given to the trusting agent.  The output of 

the fuzzy system will be in the form of ‘Proceed (x)’ or ‘Don’t Proceed (x)’, where 

the value ‘x’ quantifies the strength to which the output qualifies.  

The input from the universe of discourse (UoD) to the fuzzy system must be in 

fuzzy variables.  Fuzzy variables are linguistic objects rather than numbers.  Hence, 

the inputs (namely Pre-interaction: Possibility of failure, Post-interaction: 

Possibility of failure and Consequences) of the probable trusted agent must be in 

linguistic terms to the fuzzy system.  In order to do this, each of the inputs uses the 

following fuzzy sets to space their inputs values. 

 

                            {Low, Medium and High} 

 

Further in this paper, we will represent the inputs to the fuzzy system by their 

acronyms.  

• Pre-interaction: Possibility of failure is represented as Pre-I: PoF 

• Post-interaction: Possibility of failure is represented as Post-I: PoF and  

• Consequences as Consequences. 

4   Defining Rules for the Fuzzy Logic System 

According to the Mamdani approach [], in order for the fuzzy system to conclude 

at an output, it needs some rules to process the inputs.  Linguistic rules in the fuzzy 

system consists of two parts, an antecedent (between the IF and THEN) and 



  

consequent (following THEN).  There are 3 inputs to our fuzzy system and there are 

3 fuzzy sets.   Hence, the total number of rules is: 3
3
 = 27. The rules are: 

1. If Pre-I:PoF= L and Post-I:PoF=  L and Consequences = L , then Output = P 

2. If Pre-I:PoF= L and Post-I:PoF= M , and Consequences = L, then Output = P 

3. If Pre-I:PoF= L and  Post-I:PoF= H, and Consequences = L, then Output = DP 

4. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= M , and Consequences = L, then Output = P 

5. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= L, and Consequences = L, then Output = P 

6. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= H, and Consequences = L, then Output = DP 

7. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF= L, and Consequences = L, then Output = DP 

8. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF= H , and Consequences = L, then Output = DP 

9. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF= M, and Consequences = L, then Output = DP 

10. If Pre-I:PoF= L and Post-I:PoF=  L and Consequences = H,  then Output =  DP 

11. If Pre-I:PoF= L and Post-I:PoF= M ,and Consequences = H, then Output = DP 

12. If Pre-I:PoF= L and Post-I:PoF= H, and Consequences = H, then Output = DP 

13. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= M ,and Consequences = H, then Output=DP 

14. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= L, and Consequences = H, then Output = DP 

15. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= H, and Consequences = H, then Output =DP 

16. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF= L, and Consequences = H, then Output = DP 

17. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF= H ,and Consequences = H, then Output = DP 

18. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF=M, and Consequences = H, then Output = DP 

19. If Pre-I:PoF= L and Post-I:PoF=  L and Consequences = M, then Output = P 

20. If Pre-I:PoF= L and Post-I:PoF= M , and Consequences = M, then Output = P 

21. If Pre-I:PoF= L and Post-I:PoF= H, and Consequences = M, then Output = DP 

22. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= M , and Consequences = M , then Output = DP 

23. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= L, and Consequences = M, then Output = P 

24. If Pre-I:PoF= M and Post-I:PoF= H, and Consequences = M, then Output = DP 

25. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF= L, and Consequences = M, then Output = DP 

26. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF= H ,and Consequences = M ,then Output = DP 

27. If Pre-I:PoF= H and Post-I:PoF= M and Consequences = M, then Output = DP 

5 Membership Functions 

Membership functions are a graphical representation, represented by different shapes 

in order to determine the magnitude of participation of each input.  No matter what 

shape any input or output is represented, the height or magnitude of the shape is 

usually normalised to 1.  The width of the shape represents the base of the function.  

In our fuzzy system, the range of two inputs i.e. Pre-I: PoF and Post-I: PoF is within 

[0, 5] and that of consequence is within [0-100%].  We represent the gbell shape to 

determine the strength of the inputs and the triangle shape to determine the strength 

of the output in our system.  The membership functions for the inputs and outputs to 

the fuzzy system are shown in the figures below. 

 



  

 

                                     Fig 2.  Membership function for the input “Pre-I: PoF” 

 

 

                                   Fig 3. Membership function for the input “Post-I: PoF” 

 

                                  Fig 4. Membership function for the input “Consequences” 

 



  

                     

                    Fig 5.  Membership function for the output “Proceed” or “Don’t Proceed” 
 

6 Example of Fuzzy Risk Based Decision Making 

In order to understand better, let us suppose that a trusting agent utilises the fuzzy 

logic system in order to arrive at a conclusion whether to proceed or not in an 

interaction with a probable trusted agent.  The input that it gives to the fuzzy logic 

engine is: 

Pre-I: PoF: 3 

Post-I: PoF: 2 

    Consequences of Failure of the Interaction: 52.90 %   

Plotting the inputs on their respective membership function gives the membership 

values for each input.  

    Pre-I: PoF, Low µ = 0.16 and Medium µ = 0.62 

    Post-I: PoF, Medium µ = 0.62 and High µ = 0.16 

   Consequences, Medium µ = 0.98  

Utilising the rule base, Table 2 gives the output for each rule. 

 

Table 2 

  Pre-I:PoF  Post-I:PoF   Consequ

ences 
 Output 

Rule 1 If    0.16 &   0.0 &    0.0 then Proceed 0.50 & 0 & 

0 = (0) 

Rule 2 If     0.16 &   0.62 &    0.0 then Proceed (0) 

Rule 3 If    0.16 &   0.16 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 4 If    0.62 &   0.62 &    0.0 then Proceed (0) 

Rule 5 If    0.62 &   0.0 &    0.0 then Proceed (0) 

Rule 6 If    0.62 &   0.0   &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 7 If    0.0 &   0.0 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 8 If    0.0 &   0.16 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 9 If    0.0 &   0.62 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 10 If    0.16 &   0.0 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 



  

Rule 11 If    0.16 &   0.62 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 12 If    0.16 &   0.16 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 13 If    0.62 &   0.62 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 14 If    0.62 &   0.0 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 15 If    0.62 &   0.16 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 16 If    0.0 &   0.0 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 17 If    0.0 &   0.16 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 18 If    0.0 &   0.62 &    0.0 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 19 If    0.16 &   0.0 &    0.98 then Proceed (0) 

Rule 20 If    0.16 &   0.62 &    0.98 then Proceed (0.16) 

Rule 21 If    0.16 &   0.62 &    0.98 then Don’t Proceed 

(0.16) 

Rule 22 If    0.62 &   0.62 &    0.98 then Don’t Proceed 

(0.62) 

Rule 23 If    0.62 &   0.0 &    0.98 then Proceed (0) 

Rule 24 If    0.62 &   0.16 &    0.98 then Don’t Proceed 

(0.16) 

Rule 25 If    0.0 &   0.0 &    0.98 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 26 If    0.0 &   0.16 &    0.98 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

Rule 27 If    0.0 &   0.62 &    0.98 then Don’t Proceed (0) 

 

The logical sum of the rules must be inferred first according to the possible output 

memberships before being defuzzified to produce a crisp output.  We infer the logical 

sum of the rules by the Root-Sum-Square (RSS) method.  The RSS method combines 

the effect of all applicable rules, scales the functions at their respective magnitude 

and computes the fuzzy centroid of the composite area.  Compared with the other 

methods of inferring, the RSS gives the best weighted influence to all firing rules.  

Hence, it was chosen in this example as it includes all contributing rules.  Other 

methods of defuzzification can also be utilised to defuzzify the logical sums of the 

rules.  

For the ongoing example, an input of 3, 2 and 52.90% which denotes the pre-

interaction time start possibility of failure, the post-interaction time start possibility of 

failure and the possible consequences of failure respectively, the output membership 

function strengths from the defined rules are: 

 

“Proceed”= )(∑ proceed
2 
= 0256.0 = 0.16 

“Don’t Proceed” = ∑ )'( tproceedDon
2    

= 4356.0 = 0.66 

 

Once the output membership function strength for each output has been 

determined, the data must be defuzzified to obtain a crisp output.  The defuzzification 

is accomplished by combining the results of the inference process and computing the 

‘fuzzy centroid’ of the output area.  The weighted strengths of each output member 

function is multiplied by its respective output membership function centre points and 

summed.  Finally, this area is divided by the sum of the weighted member function 

strengths and the result is taken as the crisp output. 



  

 

Determining the crisp output: 

renght)Proceed_st  renght proceed_st(Dont 

renght)Proceed_st * ntreProceed_ce renght proceed_stDont  * ntreproceed_ce(Dont 

+

+

 

Substituting the respective values from above continuing example: 

16.066.0

16.0*10066.0*100

+

+−
  = - 60.97 

 

The output value of -60.97 % (60.97 %, Don’t Proceed) seems logical since the 

particular input conditions (Pre-interaction Possibility of Failure=3, Post-interaction 

Possibility of Failure =2 and Consequences=52.90 %) indicate that the possible risk 

associated in the interaction might be high.  The minus (-) sign suggest that the output 

is in the ‘Don’t proceed’ output member function. 

7 Conclusion 

It has been proven in the literature that Fuzzy logic models uncertainty and gives an 

output based on the vague inputs given.  In this paper, we developed a methodology 

which incorporates a fuzzy system that assists in a risk based decision making 

process.  The fuzzy system assists the trusting agent to decide whether to proceed or 

not in an interaction with a particular trusted agent based on the inputs given.  The 

inputs given to the fuzzy system are the values related to the trusting agent’s future 

interaction with the probable trusted agent.  Based on the output from the fuzzy 

system, the trusting agent can either decide whether to interact or not with the trusted 

agent or affirm its previous decision. 
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